SCALAR ENERGY – General Information
We evolved in scalar energy and it surrounds us and is within us. All fields in Nature
are scalar. Scalar = Energy. Scalar energy was accidentally released by the genius,
Nikola Tesla who called it ‘radiant energy’. Albert Einstein considered the most
influential physicist of the 20th century documented how it could be practically
applied to benefit humanity. Today it is also called, ‘zero point energy’, a ‘torsion
field’, and a ‘Tesla wave’.
Tesla warned of the dangers of X-ray radiation and learned how to harness scalar
energy from one transmitter to another without using any wires, as he planned to
utilize scalar energy as the preferred carrier wave for all telecommunications. Today,
scalar technology is utilized for communication systems and also used in locating
humans and other animals during rescue-search operations. Communications in the
future will be scalar based as opposed to the undesirable human-made EMF that
now constantly surround us.
Spurred on by the work of scientist Rosalind Franklin, American biologist James
Watson and English biochemist Francis Crick discovered DNA’s double-helix
structure in 1953. Today we know our DNA shares characteristics with scalar
energy, life-affirming energy that positively affects humans at the cellular level.
It is written that Antoine Priore (1912–1983) utilized a powerful and accurate scalar
energy instrument that effectively reprogrammed the mutated DNA in both humans
and animals alike, and subsequently cured all types of cancer. Thomas Galen
Hieronymus (1895-1988) observed that each organ or tissue in the human body
possessed a unique scalar energy harmonic and that the level of vitality of an organ
or tissue could likewise be ascertained by way of scalar energy analysis.
When precisely utilized, scalar energy - which has existed since the beginning - has
the ability to raise the energy level of every cell in the body. Today, there are ‘scalar
wave chambers’ that emanate therapeutic scalar waves.
Scalar wave energy is clinically proven to enhance:
 clarity
 anti-aging
 meditation
 rejuvenation
 general health and well-being

Scalar wave energy has also been shown to:
 elevate moods
 increase energy levels
 allow cell regeneration
 decrease the effects of stress on the body
 positively influence the immune and nervous systems
Professor James L Oschman in his book Energy Medicine The Scientific Basis,
comments that scalar energy appears to be intimately involved in healing. Immersing
our inner and outer environment with precisely enhanced scalar energy technologies
has the potential to assist us in leading a life of optimal functioning.

